The accelerating gradient performance of superconducting niobium cavities is rapidly progressing as a result of reduced field emission due to improvement in surface preparation techniques. Beyond the field emission limitation, there exists a fundamental limit imposed by the critical magnetic field of niobium. One way to tackle this limit is to reduce the ratio of the peak magnetic field to the accelerating gradient so that a higher accelerating gradient is possible while the cavity is still superconducting. New cavity shapes of reentrant type have been proposed and optimized [I]. A single cell 1300MHz cavity of this new class of shapes has been fabricated Because of the reentrant geomeuy, the fabrication and surface cleaning of the cavity becomes challenging. In this paper, we present some calculation prerequisites and the fabrication and preparation results for this new cavity.
INTRODUCTION
In deciding on a cell shape of a SC accelerating section, it is necessary to ensure both electric and magnetic strength. For comparison of different shapes one can use the ratios of the peak electric and magnetic field strength on the cell surface to the acceleration rate achievable in the given cell: E* -E* -E Pi H P k -H P k E, , AWIL 2AW/1' E, , 2AWlA' Here AW is the energy gain (in volts) obtained at the cell length L equal to half wavelength (n-mode). For the TESLA accelerating cavity these values are [21:
E , / E , =2.0, H*IE,, =42 OeJ(MV/m). We will compare values of calculated fields with these values and introduce for this purpose the normalized peak electric and magnetic fields:
For the regular TESLA cells [2] We believe that for superconducting cavities it is more imponant to reduce H, on the surface, even if we increase E,, . This is because the critical magnetic field is a hard limit at which superconductivity fails and the cavity quenches: whereas E, is a soft limit: field emission can be decreased by maintaining better cleanliness and by high power processing.
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THE CODE AND GEOMETRY FOR CALCULATIONS
We used for optimization the SLANS code [3] . This code has better accuracy in comparison with earlier URMEL code used for calculation of TESLA cavities. With SLANS we can expect accuracy better than 0.1 %.
The profile line of the original TESLA cell is consuucted as two arcs: elliptic and circular. and a segment of a conjugated straight line between them (the dashed line in Fig. I ). It is felt that more intricate line could give better values of e and h.
Between other approaches we examined [l] , one was done with use of two elliptic am. Let us apply an ellipse to the inductive part of the cell because now we have a problem of magnetic strength. After some optimization of the original geometry, the length of the straight interval conjugated to both ellipses appeared to be zero. So, we could describe the shape of the regular cell as two conjugated elliptic arcs. The apenure was taken as in the TESLA cell, R. = 35 mm. 
RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
The process of optimization consists in searching a cell shape with a minimal value of the peak normalized surface field e in this cell. The result of optimization should he a function h(e), which should be a monotonous function, and from physical reasons it should be decreasing.
We turn to maximal electric strength as a special case: maximal electric strength is achieved with the shape corresponding to the leftmost point on the c w e h(e). 
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Our calculations showed that for the TESLA regular cell geometry 121 maximal fields differ slightly from the values of fields presented also there: the electric field is 1.2 92 below and magnetic field is 1.3 % below for the regular cells (see Fig. 2) . The coupling coefficient k is obtained nearly the same: 1.87 %.
For comparison the results are summarized in the Distribution of the cell area over the electric field is presented in Fig 3 for 
FABRICATION
for a lower magnetic field.
by deep that multipacting characteristics of the new cavity shape drawing mm thick RRR300
niobium It was critical to hold down the niobium blank sheet to the are not worse than of the original TESLA shape.
With the simulation code MultiPac [61, it was shown Reentrant cups were successfully female die with a right torque. A center hole (an inch in diameter) on the blank was found beneficial to achieve better material flow in the critical reentrant section. No intermediate annealing was done to the cups. Very good contour of the reentrant section was achieved by using the coining technique, although the reentrant section was not pushed deep enough after the first stamping step. In order to reduce the chances of cavity quench at high gradients, cups were purified with yttrium [71 to drive out oxygen and improve niobium thermal conductivity. Heat treatment was done at 1200°C for 4 hours with distributed yttrium foils in the vicinity of niobium surface. The RRR value was boosted to 500 after this purification. The cups were trimmed with standard milling process. Fig. 4 shows a pair of the trimmed niobium cups to be welded to beam tubes We plan to electropolish the half-cell before the final equatorial weld This desire has driven us to switch from our traditional "step weld" of 1/16" material to "butt weld" of thicker, 0.11". material. A new set of EBW parameters has been successfully developed and a very high quality weld with a negligible underbead was obtained. This is achieved by opening a small compensating grwve on the inner surface at the equator, which holds the molten niobium and maintains its tensioned surface at the right place. Beam tubes are welded to the half-cells first. The welded parts would then go through heavy electropolish for a suface removal of more than 120 microns. This "half-cell electropolish" is the same as what we have done to some 1500 MHz cavities and half-cells [SI. The final equatorial weld of electropolished half-cells is done from outside and at full penetration with a niobium rod running across irises, which serves to intercept niobium vapor and spatter and prevents contamination to polished surface. The cavity would receive a light BCP, for a surface removal of about 10 microns, before high-pressure water rinsing, following which will be RF tests. 
CONCLUSIONS
The presented results can be used for an increase of accelerating rate of the TESLA structure where the hard limit for this increase is the surface magnetic field. One can, for example, sacrifice 20 ' % of electric field to gain 10 B in magnetic field.
Calculations show that the new shape should be free of multipacting.
The change of the shape leads to some technological complications. Reentrant cups were successfully formed, heat-treated and prepared to electroplishing and welding.
: outside surface view, right cup: inside surface view. 
